Advances in Fall Protection: Guidance and Regulation for General Industry-
ANSI Z359, Proposed OSHA Subpart D & I, and More

Description: This webinar will address the current Subpart D and I rules and examine the General Duty Clause as it relates to some GI fall hazard activities. Attendees will gain an understanding of OSHA’s stance on worker responsibility for fall protection plan.

Topics covered:
- OSHA standard 29 CFR 1910 Subpart D requirements for fall protection
- 29 CFR 10910 Subpart F requirements for powered platforms, man lifts, and vehicle-mounted work platforms
- Compliance keys to GI for ladder safety
- Fall protection requirements for special cases including walking and working surfaces not covered in Subpart D
- Fall protection equipment overview
- 29 CFR 1910 Subpart I requirements for PPE
- OSHA Unified Agenda upcoming changes to Subpart D and I
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